HHMI Biology FEST
Assessment Community Gathering #2
Tuesday, November 19th
12:30-2 pm
Assessing Our Biology Department:
Exploring the NSF/AAAS Vision & Change Rubrics
Biology FEST: Faculty Explorations in Scientific Teaching

Agenda

12:30 Welcome, Lunch, and Agenda
12:35 Discussion: What’s New in Our Teaching?
12:45 Big Idea: Taking the PULSE for Implementation of Vision and Change
12:55 Activity: Making Predictions Using ONE of the Vision & Change Rubrics
1:10 Jigsaw: Hearing Predictions from the OTHER FOUR Rubrics
1:40 Group Discussion: Where should we focus our HHMI efforts for change?
1:50 Evaluation & Looking Forward
Biology FEST:
Faculty Explorations in Scientific Teaching

Sharing Teaching Victories and Battles!

Share at your table:

1. What something you are proud of about your teaching this semester?
2. What is something that has been frustrating for you in your teaching this semester?
Biology FEST:  
Faculty Explorations in Scientific Teaching

Goals for today…

• Explore the PULSE Vision and Change Rubrics for assessing a biology department’s teaching and learning environment

• Predict where our department is on these five rubrics and how we might collect evidence to support these predictions

• Identify rubric areas where we might focus upcoming departmental and HHMI Biology FEST efforts

SEPAL  
The Science Education Partnership & Assessment Laboratory  
San Francisco State University
Looking Forward

2013 Summer Institute Alumni Gathering
Tuesday, December 10, 2013, 12:30-2pm
Final, key gathering for 2013 Summer Institute alums.

2014 Biology FEST Winter Institute
January 13-17, 2014, 9-4pm each day
Need Summer Institute alumni to co-facilitate!

2013 Biology FEST Poster Session
Wednesday, January 22, 2013, 12-3pm
Open to all!
Biology FEST:
Faculty Explorations in Scientific Teaching

Where we are in our Biology FEST plan…

Scientific Teaching: *Monthly Workshop Series* (drop-in, introductory)

Scientific Teaching: *Weeklong Summer Institute* (intensive, advanced)

Teaching Squares

Classroom Partnerships

Luncheon Workshops

Spring Term → Summer Term → Fall Term